The Roma Access Programs is pleased to invite you to the Final Projects presentations of the Roma English Language Program (RELP) for the 2014-2015 academic year to be held Thursday, June 18th. The event will mark the completion of our English language study-program underpinned by hard work, diligence, dedication and commitment.

Through the course of three sessions, students will be displaying their English skills by making individual presentations based on their final projects for the program. These projects are on a variety of topics and are related to the professional, academic and personal interests of the students. The audience will consist of teachers, alumni, fellow students and friends of the program.

**PROGRAM**

**June 18**  
**Venue:** CEU, Faculty Tower 609

**First Morning Session**

**09:15 – 09:30**  
Welcome and introductions by David Ridout, English Language Director (Roma Access Programs) followed by Liviu Matei, CEU Provost

**Session 1**

**09:30 – 09:40**  
Marija Sulejmanova  
*The Republic of Macedonia as a Consociational Democracy: The Political System after the Ohrid Framework Agreement*

**09:45 – 09:55**  
Aida Diana Farkas  
*Valentin Câmpeanu ECtHR Decision: A Reason for Hope for People with Disabilities and Without Family*

**10:00 – 10:10**  
Karoly Esztergalyos  
*Ne Felejts! Tanoda: An Extracurricular School for Disadvantaged Children*

**10:15 – 10:25**  
Klaudjo Taho  
*The Mass Migration of Albanians Seeking Asylum in Germany*
10:30 – 10:40
Arnold Sandor
Hungarian Roma Migration to Canada 2008-2012: Should the Hungarian Roma Continue The “Migrant Lifestyle”?

10:45 – 10:55
Irena Majko
Women Suffering from Depression

11:00 – 11:30  Coffee Break

Second Morning Session

11:30 – 11:40
Angel Fernandez Planton
From Chavorrillos to Roms and Romis: Reflections on Our Sexuality

11:45 – 11:55
Andrei Timchenkov
Legal Aspects of Housing: Social Infrastructure Problems of Roma Communities in Russia

12:00 – 12:10
Maria Komaromi
Start at the Beginning: The Sure Start Program Can Reduce Some Disadvantages Related to Poverty

12:15 – 12:25
Rozalia Szasz
The Romanian Child Protection System after the Revolution

12:30 – 12:40
Szilvia Kissne Szenasi
The Application of the Narrative Method in the Family Therapy of Roma Families

12:45 – 12:55
Eva Adam
Blue Point Closed! A Discontinued Needle Exchange Program and the Resulting Impact on Addicted Roma Youth in the Eighth District of Budapest

13:00 – 13:15
Nikola Horvathova
Signs of Generational Poverty in Roma Communities: A Case Study of a Settlement in Moldava nad Bodvou, Slovakia
13:15-14:00  Lunch Break

**Afternoon Session**

14:00 – 14:10
Silhan Saitov
*Problems in the Process of Implementation of the Decade of Roma Inclusion in the Area of Health*

14:15 – 14:25
Nikolai Petrenko
*Discrimination in the Russian Job Market: A Case Study of The city of Aleksandrov*

14:30 – 14:40
Lyubka Kostova Georgieva
*The Image of Roma in the Bulgarian Media: How Online MediaViolates Human Rights*

14:45 – 14:55
Viktor Chovka
*Stereotypical Attitudes towards Roma in Transcarpathia Which Hinders Full Integration*

15:00 – 15:10
Ana Măcărescu
*Social Inclusion of Roma Children in the Republic of Moldova: A Case Study of the Consultancy Center “Ograda Noastră”*

15:15 – 15:25
Judit Ignacz
*Gandhi Secondary School – A School of Dreams or a Segregating Trap*

15:30 – 15:45
Closing remarks from RELP Alumni, Katalin Nemeth and Deniz Selmani